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RECEPTION STILL STRONG FOR STREAMING TV
UBS PREDICTS SUBS WILL TRIPLE BY 2020
   Consumers may be unplugging one form of television 
but they’re plugging into another, and as they do, live 
streaming TV services continue to proliferate.  “Like the 
music and publishing industries before it, the TV industry 
is beginning to see the impact the internet can have on a 
market when new entrants focus on a large opportunity,”   
UBS analyst John Hodulik says.  Streaming TV providers 
currently have 5.5 million subscribers or about 5% of the 
pay TV market.  That’s twice as many as a year ago.  But 
Hodulik says that growth is the “tip of the iceberg.”  
  In a new report UBS estimates streaming 
TV will grow to roughly a 16% share by 2020 
when it is estimated subscriber numbers will 
hit 15 million. That will force content and dis-
tribution providers to rethink how they’re do-
ing business.  Hodulik predicts competition 
from online TV services will lead some to offer an ala carte 
offering where consumers are able to pick and choose 
from a lineup of channels they’re willing to pay for.  That 
could spell trouble for low-rated niche cable channels.   
   Hodulik says it’s not surprising to see cable TV companies 
like Comcast and Charter join the fray and offer their own 
streaming TV services as they try to hold onto some of their 
customers.   But he says they’re being “cautious” for now 
to avoid “cannibalizing” their high-margin traditional cable 
businesses.  Often, they’re only offered when a customer 
calls to convert to a broadband-only household.   Hodulik 
says with about 500,000 subscribers to their skinny stream-
ing bundles, the cable companies have a lot of catching up 
to do.  And he says their efforts will only work to add even 
more momentum to the streaming TV market.
  UBS says Sling TV is the largest live streaming video pro-
vider today, followed by DTV Now which is bundled with 
AT&T Wireless.  But YouTube TV and Hulu are quickly 
growing.   The good news for broadcast TV is each carries 
local stations.
   All eyes are now on Apple and what it plans to do with 
its Apple TV service.  Speaking at this week’s SXSW con-
ference in Austin, Apple SVP Eddy Cue said they are “all 
in” on TV and their focus remains on being a distributor of 
other companies’ content.  It will be a 
less-is-more approach.  “We’re not af-
ter quantity, we’re after quality,” Cue 
said.  But he said they’re also taking 
a slow approach to producing origi-
nal content for Apple TV like Netflix 
does. “We don’t know anything about 
making television,” Cue said.  
 He added Apple is unlikely to buy 
Netflix outright even though the com-
pany certainly has the cash if it were 
to decide to buy itself a bigger piece 
of the TV business.

ADVERTISER NEWS
   Dick’s Sporting Goods CEO Ed Stack said it’s “too 
early to tell” how the company’s decision to pull assault 
rifles from stores will affect the company’s financial 
performance over the long term, but it won’t be good. 
“The announcement we made two weeks ago is not going 
to be positive from a traffic and sales standpoint,” Stack 
told analysts and investors Tuesday during a conference 
call. The company was one of the first major retailers to 
take support gun age restrictions, raising the minimum age 
for purchase to 21, following a deadly school shooting in 

Parkland, Florida. Walmart, Kroger and other 
retailers followed shortly thereafter with similar 
decisions....Stitch Fix reports second-quarter 
net revenue rose 24.4% to $295.9 million from 
a year ago.  And since the second quarter of 
last year, the subscription apparel company 

grew its active client count by 588,000 or 30.6% to 2.5 
million....Those long check-out lines have been noticed by 
management at Macy’s. Fortune.com says as part of Macy’s 
ongoing efforts to improve its business and build on its first 
quarter of comparable sales growth in three years over the 
holidays, the retailer is testing out mobile checkout at some 
stores, with a plan to offer the service at 450 of its 650 or 
so Macy’s stores. A customer would use his or her Macy’s 
shopping app to scan items, ring up the bill and pay it and 
then go to an express line at a service center…Toys R Us is 
in the process of drafting the court motion for its liquidation 
plan, a source told CNBC on Tuesday. The retailer could file 
as soon as today, making the motion official. A liquidation 
will most likely result in the closing of all 800 stores in the 
U.S. after more than half a century in business.….Fooddive 
says Kellogg and PepsiCo’s Frito-Lay division were sued 
over false advertising, according to Bakery and Snacks. A 
California couple claims the packaging on Pringles and 
Lay’s Salt and Vinegar chips give the impression that 
consumers are buying an “all natural” snack instead of one 
that uses artificial flavors. A recent study from Response 
Media found 98% of shoppers want transparency in their 
packaged food.
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OUR FINAL STORY ON THE OLYMPICS (REALLY)
  Comcast said 76% of homes on its X1 platform 
watched some type of programming tied to the Olympic 
Winter Games from South Korea, compared to 65% of 
households nationally.  Comcast also said the average X1 
home consumed nearly 10% more Olympic Winter Games 
programming than the national average – 19.3 hours via 
X1 compared to 17.9 hours on a national basis. 
Broadcasting and Cable reported the story, and said 
among other stats, Comcast’s Olympics Home Page on 
X1 was visited nearly 40 million times, and the platform’s 
Sports App was launched more than 35 million times 

during the 18 days of the Games.

NEW RAV ON THE WAY
   Tell those Toyota dealers to dust off the 
ad checkbook. Toyota wants to compete 
in the industry’s biggest segment with a 
redesigned, fifth-generation RAV4.
 The RAV4, last redesigned for the 2013 
model year, was the nation’s best-selling 
crossover last year, overtaking the 
Honda CR-V, and was the fourth most-
popular vehicle overall, behind three 
pickups: the Ford F series, Chevrolet 

Silverado and Ram.
 U.S. sales of the RAV4 totaled 407,594 in 2017.  The 
redesigned RAV debuts at the auto show in New York.

COMPETITIVE INFO
  Still no news from iHeartMedia.  Most predict a bankruptcy 
filing this week for the nation’s largest operator of radio 
stations.  But that’s been said for  several days now.  
  Another major broadcast company has reported down Q4 
revenue. Townsquare Media took a hit of -3.7% for fourth 
quarter 2017 in total net revenue for its two divisions, 
Local Marketing Solutions—which includes broadcast 
and digital—and entertainment—which comprises events 
and lifestyle content. Revenues decreased $4.4 million, to 
$114.3 million for the quarter ending Dec. 31, 2017, as 
compared to $118.7 million in the same period last year.
  Townsquare’s assets include 317 radio stations and 325+ 
local websites in 67 markets, as well as digital marketing 
solutions company Townsquare Interactive, digital 
programmatic advertising platform Townsquare Ignite, and 
hundreds of live events.

ACCOUNT ACTIONS
  Campbell Soup has selected Publicis Groupe to handle 
creative and media work after a competitive review. The 
holding company will field Campbell’s U.S. retail work, 
Canadian and Asia-Pacific creative, along with its digital, 
technology and consumer promotion business. 
  AdAge.com writes this marks the end of the relationship 
between BBDO and Campbell, which dates back to 1954, 
making it one of the longest client-agency relationships in 
the ad business.
  Included in Publicis’ scope will be Campbell’s flagship 
soup, Chunky soup, Well Yes! soup, V8 beverages, Pace 
salsa, Prego sauces, Swanson broth, Spaghetti-O’s 
pasta in the U.S. retail portfolio. Campbell was the nation’s 
133rd-largest advertiser in the U.S. with $321 million in 
spending in 2016, according to the Ad Age Datacenter.
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CABLENET CHATTER
   CNBC is resurrecting the gameshow Deal or No Deal. The 
cable network will air the program later this year in primetime 
with Howie Mandel returning as the host. “Our primetime 
programs, with their focus on business and money, strive to 
be both entertaining and instructive,” CNBC chairman Mark 
Hoffman said in a statement. “Shows like The Profit and 
Shark Tank are built around high stakes and high rewards. 
Those same elements live at the heart of Deal or No Deal, 
which is why we believe it to be a perfect fit.” The series first 
aired from 2005-2009 on NBC……CMT, the Viacom-owned 
country music-theme cable network has revived the former 
ABC docuseries Wife Swap. The series 
aired on ABC from 2004 to 2010 and 
showcased two families from different 
geographical and social backgrounds 
who swap spouses. CMT hopes the 
series will explore timely subjects such 
as politics, classism, gender, and race 
with the goal of finding common ground. 
Production of 10 new hourlong episodes 
will begin later this year. A premiere 
date for the new Wife Swap has not yet 
been determined……Pop TV and UKTV 
have will develop a new six-part series 
featuring Anna Paquin (True Blood). The series is called 
Flack and Paquin will play an expert at crisis PR, but a 
self-saboteur when it comes to her personal life. Flack will 
begin shooting in London next month with Peter Cattaneo 
(The Full Monty) directing……CNN released the ratings 
for Sunday night’s airing of the docuseries American 
Dynasties: The Kennedys. The episode averaged 1.72 
million total viewers and 395,000 in the demo of adults 
25-54. The premiere of Pope: The Most Powerful Man 
in History delivered 1.3 million total viewers with 77,000 
in the demo. Fox News finished ahead of the series with 
1.37 million total viewers……A+E Networks CEO Nancy 
Dubuc is reportedly in advance talks to take over the chief 
executive role at Vice Media from the company’s co-founder, 
Shane Smith. She would take over the reins at Vice Media 
at a time of both turmoil and growth at the high-flying digital 
media venture that has attracted investments from Disney, 
Fox, and private equity giant TPG. Reports indicate that 
Abbe Raven, the longtime A+E executive who retired in 
2015, has been brought back to lead the cable company 
for an interim period until Dubuc’s successor is named……
Gabrielle Dennis (Rosewood) has been cast as Whitney 
Houston in the BET miniseries The Bobby Brown Story. 
Dennis will star opposite Woody McClain in the two-part 
miniseries that is set to premiere in September. The series 
will explore the couple’s roller-coaster marriage that was 
played out on the covers of tabloids and even reality TV. 
The film will showcase their successes and struggles during 
their turbulent relationship. The Bobby Brown Story picks 
up where The New Edition Story left off in January 2017. It 
follows Brown’s successful solo run with McClain reprising 
his role as Brown. Production on the miniseries began this 
week in Atlanta. Bobby Brown and Whitney Houston were 
married from 1992 to 2007.

Conan O’Brien

Marvel announced that 
there will be a Black Panther 
sequel. Marvel’s CEO said, 
“It was a difficult decision 
but ultimately we decided 

to make another billion 
dollars.”


